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Entry
1 In the last decade of his career, El Greco and his workshop created at least six sets of thirteen paintings each depicting Christ and the twelve
apostles, known in Spanish as “Apostolados.” Three of these series are complete: one in the Cathedral of Toledo; one in the Museo del Greco in
Toledo; and one in the Museo de Bellas Artes de Asturias in Oviedo. Three other series are incomplete: the so-called Almadrones series, the Arteche
series, and the Henke series. 1 No other series are known, but as individual paintings of saints do appear on the market from time to time, it is possible
that other “Apostolados,” since dispersed, also existed.
2 The Clowes paintings belong to the Almadrones series, named for the village Almadrones (Guadalajara) where the three canvases, along with six
others, hung in the parish church until the Spanish Civil War (1936–1939). At that time, they were removed and taken to the fort of Guadalajara, where
members of the army “ restored” them. 2 During a visit to the fort, the Marquis of Lozoya, director general of the Museo de Bellas Artes, identified the
paintings as works by El Greco and organized their transfer to the Museo del Prado in 1942 for conservation treatment. The paintings were returned to
the archbishopric of Guadalajara in 1945, which sold them. Of the nine works in the series, four were bought by the Spanish government in 1946 and
are now at the Prado, one is at Los Angeles County Museum of Art, one is in the Schorr collection (UK), and the other three are the Clowes
paintings. 3
3 A purchase invoice confirms that the paintings were bought by George H.A. Clowes from the Newhouse Galleries in New York on 6 November
1952. 4 Newhouse offered them to Clowes on 9 June 1952, 5 but Newhouse probably had sought to obtain the paintings immediately after their return
from the Prado to Almadrones. We can deduce this from a letter dated April 1952, in which he confesses that it had taken him five years to get a set
of paintings of the greatest importance. 6 In New York, the paintings were cleaned again by Edward Korany in June 1952. 7 Although the 1952 catalogue
of the Prado claimed that the canvases had been sold to the National Gallery of Art in Washington, this was never the case, as stated by the director
of the Prado, Fernando Álvarez de Sotomayor, in his correspondence with George H.A. Clowes. 8
4 In these series, El Greco depicted the apostles who accompanied Christ during his earthly ministry, apart from Judas and his replacement
Matthias. Instead of those figures, he included two later apostles, St. Paul and St. Luke, or, in the El Greco Museum series, St. Paul and St.
Bartholomew. In the Oviedo (fig. 1) and Arteche series, St. Luke is portrayed as a young, bearded man who holds a closed book and a brush; the
painting in Toledo Cathedral (fig. 2) shows him with an open book and displaying the portrait of the Virgin Mary that he has painted. In those
paintings, St. Luke does not wear a cloak and tunic like the other apostles but rather a green outfit with a stiff, white collar. The Indianapolis painting,
in contrast, depicts Luke as an older man dressed in the same attire as the other figures.

Figure 1: El Greco (Greek, 1541–1614), Saint Luke Evangelist, about 1608–1610, oil
on canvas, 27-9/16 × 20-55/64 in. Photography by Javier Muñoz and Paz Pastor
© Museo Nacional de Escultura, Valladolid. On deposit at the Museo de Bellas
Artes de Asturias, Oviedo, CE2838.

Figure 2: El Greco (Greek, 1541–1614), Saint Luke Evangelist, about 1605–1610, oil
on canvas, 38-37/64 × 28-11/32 in. Photo by Erich Lessing / Art Resource, NY.
Santa Iglesia Catedral Primada, Toledo, Spain.

5 According to legend, St. Luke is said to have painted a portrait of the Virgin Mary. An eighth-century text by Andrew of Crete is one of the first to
mention him as portraitist of the Virgin, and the subject has a strong tradition in the Byzantine world in which El Greco was educated. This would
explain why El Greco included St. Luke—patron saint of artists—in the series, emphasizing not only his role as painter but, more specifically, as
Mary’s portraitist.
6 For St. Matthew, El Greco created two types of representation: in the larger examples (El Greco Museum and Cathedral) the apostle holds a book
and a pen, while in the smaller series (Oviedo and Almadrones) he holds only the book. In the first group he is poised to write, while in the Clowes
painting he seems absorbed in his thoughts. When discussing the Indianapolis St. Matthew, art historian Harold Wethey drew attention to the
masterful depiction of the saint’s head, cloak, and tunic, which induced him to think that this was the only figure entirely by the hand of El Greco in
the Almadrones series. 9
7 There are no variations in the figure of St. Simon, who is always depicted in blue and yellow and reading the open book that he holds. As
pointed out by Leticia Ruiz Gómez, 10 the head of the Indianapolis St. Simon is technically very similar to the one in the Museo del Greco series, and
both paintings allow the red ground to be seen clearly. Considered in the context of the series, St. Matthew and St. Simon emphasize the importance
of intellectual activity in the spiritual life. St. Luke alludes to the legitimate use of images by the Church and probably also the idea of the learned
painter.
8 In the Clowes paintings, St. Luke and St. Simon face to their right, while St. Matthew faces to his left. This provides an indication of how the
paintings were hung in relation to that of Christ, which was in the center, with six apostles on either side. Yet no one since Wethey, who sought to
group the apostles by the color of their clothing, their gestures, and the direction of their gazes, has been able to demonstrate convincingly how the
group could have been arranged. A clue is provided by two small paintings of St. Luke and St. James, supposedly belonging to the Arteche series,
which were sold in Madrid in 2005. Both are unlined and on their original canvases and stretchers. Seventeenth-century inscriptions on the stretchers
read “4 derecha,” on the St. Luke, and “nº 5 çurda,” on the St. James. 11 That would mean that St. Luke was meant to hang to Christ’s right side and St.
James to his left. This arrangement, however, is not consistent with the direction of their gazes, which is the same in both figures.
9 Alfonso Pérez Sánchez and Benito Navarrete stated that the Indianapolis Matthew and Simon were mirror-images of models from other series,
but they were working from reversed photographs. In fact, the Indianapolis apostles repeat the other models without variation. As pointed out by

María del Carmen Garrido Pérez and Jaime García-Máiquez, 12 one of the most interesting aspects of El Greco’s series of apostles is the information
they convey about the working procedure of the artist and his workshop. The partially unfinished paintings in the El Greco Museum series permit us to
see his method. The artist started by sketching his ideas in black over the dark orange-red background, and he used a lot of material with a high
concentration of lead white to model select areas. 13 This can be seen by comparing the Clowes St. Matthew with the one in the El Greco Museum
(figs 3–4). 14 Although the latter is clearly less finished than the one in Indianapolis, the hand holding the book is surrounded by an initial contour in
black pigment with which the composition had started. The upper-right part of the apostle’s beard shows the same contours, while the lower part, in
the transition between the beard and his clothing, allows the dark orange-red background to be seen.

Figure 3: El Greco and Workshop (Greek, active in Spain, 1541–1614), St. Matthew,
about 1610–1614, oil on canvas, 28 1/4 × 21 5/8 in. Indianapolis Museum of Art at
Newfields, The Clowes Collection, 2007.53.

Figure 4: El Greco (Greek, 1541–1614), St. Matthew, about 1610 and 1614, oil on
canvas, 31-1/2 × 39-3/8 in. Photo Credit: Album / Art Resource, NY. Casa y
Museo del Greco, Toledo, Spain, CE00009.

10 Of all the series, the one at the El Greco Museum, which shows more of the artist’s hand, is considered the best, followed by the one at the
cathedral. The series share a number of characteristics: consistency in the apostles' facial features and the colors of their clothing, as well as their
attributes. Also, most of the canvases bear the Greek initials “δ” and “θ,” as do the Indianapolis canvases. This may reflect El Greco’s intention to
present them as paintings created in his workshop and under his supervision, if not entirely by his hand.
11 Another common feature is the lack of documentation regarding their patrons and their reception by contemporaries. In terms of the broader
context of the creation of this sets of Apostles, however, we do know that they were created in Toledo, Spain’s spiritual capital, where, throughout the
late sixteenth century, high-ranking clergy members were involved in spiritual reform promoted by the Council of Trent. According to Church tradition,
the apostles were the ancestors of bishops, and intense reflection and writing on the role of the ideal bishop was taking place in the city at the time.
In this context, it is hardly surprising that galleries of portraits were created of these late antique models for the early modern bishop. 15
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Notes

1. El Greco’s Apostolados have been analyzed by Alfonso E. Pérez Sánchez, Benito Navarrete, and Rafael Alonso, El Greco, Apostolados (La Coruña: Fundación Barrié de
la Maza), 2002 and Fernando Marías and María Cruz de Carlos Varona, El Greco: Los Apóstoles, Santos y “Locos de Dios” (Toledo: Fundación El Greco 2014, 2010).
More recently, Leticia Ruiz in El Greco, arte y oficio, exh. cat. (Toledo: Museo de Santa Cruz, 2014).
2. According to the report of the Marqués de Lozoya, Director General de Bellas Artes from 1939–1951: “El Sr. Comandante del “Fuerte de Guadalajara” halló en los
desvanes del mismo nueve lienzos enrrollados, los que fueron toscamente restaurados por un sargento aficionado a la pintura, y después se colocaron en un sitio alto
y muy poco visible.” See “Expediente de restauración de nueve lienzos del Greco (apostolado) propiedad de la Agrupación de Ingenieros de Guadalajara,” 10
September 1941, Archivo del Museo del Prado.
3. The Museo Nacional del Prado keeps the following paintings: Savior, St. James, St. Thomas, and St. Paul. The painting at the LACMA is St. Andrew, and St. John the
Evangelist is at the Schorr Collection, UK.
4. See Correspondence Files, Clowes Registration Archive, Indianapolis Museum of Art.
5. Letter from Newhouse to G.H.A. Clowes, 9 June 1952, Correspondence Files, Clowes Registration Archive, Indianapolis Museum of Art.
6. Letter from Newhouse to G.H.A. Clowes, 1 April 1952, Correspondence, Clowes Registration Archive, Indianapolis Museum of Art. Nevertheless, Newhouse sold the St.
John the Evangelist (nowadays in the Schorr collection) to the Kimbell Art Foundation in 1949 according to David M. Robb, Kimbell Art Museum: Catalogue of the
Collection (Fort Worth: Kimbell Art Museum, 1972), 44.
7. Letter from Edward O. Korany to Bertram Newhouse, 20 December 1952, Conservation Department Files, Indianapolis Museum of Art at Newfields.
8. Letter from Fernando Álvarez de Sotomayor to G.H.A. Clowes, 21 November 1952, Correspondence Files, Clowes Registration Archive, Indianapolis Museum of Art at
Newfields.
9. Harold E. Wethey, El Greco y su Escuela, 2 vols. (Madrid, Ediciones Guadarrama, 1967), 2:121.

10. El Greco, arte y oficio, exh. cat. (Toledo: Museo de Santa Cruz, 2014), 76.
11. See María Cruz de Carlos Varona, “Speculum Pastorum: Los Apóstoles del Greco y la iglesia toledana de comienzos del Seiscientos,” in El Greco: Los Apóstoles, Santos
y “Locos de Dios,” ed. Fernando Marías and María Cruz de Carlos Varona (Toledo: Fundación El Greco 2014, 2010), 64–68 for images of the paintings, stretchers, and
inscriptions.
12. María del Carmen Garrido Pérez and Jaime García-Máiquez, El Greco pintor: Estudio técnico (Madrid: Museo Nacional del Prado, 2015), 399.
13. “El non finito permite comprobar cómo esbozaba sus ideas a través de brochas muy diferentes de manera directa y rápida, sobre un fondo de imprimación rojizo
anaranjado oscuro, destacando las zonas de luces por medio de fuertes golpes de materia pictórica, con alto contenido en albayalde, que restriega con gruesos
pinceles por la superficie y que difumina y matiza con pinceles muy finos o de pelo más suave en otras. También se observa que el pintor determinaba normalmente
desde el principio lo que iba a quedar en sombra y los acabados finales, sobre todo en los rostros.” María del Carmen Garrido Pérez and Jaime García-Máiquez, El
Greco pintor: Estudio técnico (Madrid: Museo Nacional del Prado, 2015), 399.
14. María del Carmen Garrido Pérez and Jaime García-Máiquez, El Greco pintor: Estudio técnico (Madrid: Museo Nacional del Prado, 2015), 423, fig. 33.36.
15. For this interpretation, see María Cruz de Carlos Varona, “Speculum Pastorum: Los Apóstoles del Greco y la iglesia toledana de comienzos del Seiscientos,” in El Greco:
Los Apóstoles, Santos y “Locos de Dios,” ed. Fernando Marías and María Cruz de Carlos Varona (Toledo: Fundación El Greco 2014, 2010), 53–83.
16. Eyewitness accounts confirm that prior to the Spanish Civil War (1936–1939), these paintings, along with others from the same series, were in the parish church of
Almadrones, in the province of Guadalajara. Hispanist Harold Wethey noted the following: "Dr. F. Layna Serrano...is a native of the province of Guadalajara and knows
this whole region. He visited the church at Almadrones before the civil war and saw the apostles when they still hung in the church. He says that the pictures were high
on the walls and hard to see. He intended to go back and investigate them further, but the civil war came and he never had another opportunity." See letter from
Wethey to G.H.A. Clowes, 5 December 1956, File C10035, Clowes Registration Archive, Indianapolis Museum of Art at Newfields.
17. The Marqués de Lozoya, Director General de Bellas Artes from 1939 to 1951, had the Almadrones paintings taken to the Prado for restoration: “El Sr. Comandante del
'Fuerte de Guadalajara' halló en los desvanes del mismo NUEVE lienzos enrollados los que fueron toscamente restaurados por un sargento aficionado a la pintura, y
después se colocaron en un sitio alto y muy poco visible. En una de las visitas que a este centro realizó el Sr. Marqués de Lozoya pudo observar que los aludidos
lienzos eran auténticos ‘Grecos’ proponiendo y consiguiendo del señor comandante fueran traidos a los talleres del Prado, para su adecuada restauración como, en
efecto, así se hizo. Dichos cuadros representan ‘San Juan,’ ‘Santiago,’ ‘San Felipe,’ ‘San Simón,’ ‘Santo Tomás,’ ‘San Bartolomé,’ ‘San Pablo,’ ‘El Salvaor’ y ‘San Andrés.'” See
[Declaration of Francisco J. Sánchez Cantón to the Museum's Patronato], 6 July 1944, Acta del Patronato n◦ 402, Archivo del Museo del Prado, Madrid. (The information
in this document was kindly provided to the IMA by Leticia Ruiz in November 2005. As Ruiz observed, the word "NUEVE," in capitals, means that the series was not
complete when it arrived at the Prado.) The paintings were received by the Prado on 10 September 1941: "Museo Nacional del Prado. He recibido del señor Teniente
Coronel Primer Jefe de los Talleres y Centro electrotécnico de Ingenieros de Guadalajara NUEVE LIENZOS del Apostolado del GRECO, que entrega a este Museo del
Prado según órdenes recibidas y que serán restaurados en el mismo. Madrid a 10 de septiembre de 1941." See Expediente de restauración de nueve lienzos del Greco
(apostolado) propiedad de la Agrupación de Ingenieros de Guadalajara, 10 September 1941, Archivo del Museo del Prado, Madrid.
18. Five paintings, including these three, were restituted to the bishop of Sigüenza in July 1945 and subsequently sold, while the four remaining paintings in the truncated
series were acquired by the Spanish Government for the Prado Museum. See Acta de entrega firmada por el Obispo de Sigüenza, 14 July 1945, caja 79, Archivo del

Museum del Prado, Madrid. Fernando Álvarez de Sotomayor, director of the Prado, stated that five paintings were "shipped out of Spain this year." See Letter from de
Sotomayor to G.H.A. Clowes, 21 November 1952, File C10035, Clowes Registration Archive, Indianapolis Museum of Art at Newfields.
19. Invoice from Newhouse to G.H.A. Clowes for three paintings, 6 November 1952, File C10035, Clowes Registration Archive, Indianapolis Museum of Art at Newfields.
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